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Alexander, Martha. Maggie's Moon; written and illus. by Martha Alexander. Dial, 1982.
82-1575. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-5708-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-5721-2. 24p. Trade
ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Misty black and white pictures are given contrast by a yellow full moon in a
Ad read-aloud story in which the text consists of a little girl's monologue. Seeing the
3-5 bright moon from her bed, Maggie goes out with her dog Ruff to try catching it. She
yrs. climbs a tree, tries a lasso, attempts to rescue the reflection in the lake, is worried
when the moon disappears behind a cloud, and announces that she'll never try to
catch the moon again, that it belongs in the sky. This may foster a conception of the
environment, and it has an element of quiet humor, but it's neither as strong in
structure nor as substantial as most of Alexander's work.
D.V. Environmental concepts
Arnold, Caroline. What Is a Community? illus. with photographs by Carole Bertol. Watts,
1982. 82-8602. ISBN 0-531-04444-0. 32p. (Easy-Read Books). $7.90.
"Communities are people who live together," the text begins. The writing is direct
NR and simple, the photographs lend visual variety if not information, and the author
2-3 provides many facts about community life. What she does not do is distinguish
between communal needs and practices, and those of individuals or of a larger
society. "People in communities need water and energy." So do all others. "People
in communities need to have rules." So do countries. The text also is weakened
because it diverges from an explanation (however inadequate) of what a community
is, to general material about living patterns: "People move from one community to
another. Have you ever moved? Sometimes people move from one part of a city to
another." "What kind of weather do you have in your community?" "People try to
make new buildings better than old ones." Diffuse and overextended.
Belloc, Joseph Hilaire Pierre. The Bad Child's Book of Beasts; illus. by Wallace Tripp.
Sparhawk, 1982. 82-5939. ISBN 0-9605776-3-7. 42p. $4.95.
The rhythmic verses of an old favorite, first published in London in 1897, are newly
R and delightfully illustrated by the comic line drawings of a contemporary artist.
3-6 Tripp's stout Victorian gentlemen seem straight out of a political cartoon, his chil-
dren have an exaggerated air of sweetness or acerbity, and his animal faces have
personality; occasionally the witty drawings are extended by balloon captions.
Betancourt, Jeanne. Smile! How to Cope with Braces; illus. by Mimi Harrison. Knopf, 1982.
81-11800. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94732-0; Paper ed. ISBN 0-394-84732-6. 84p. Li-
brary ed. $8.99; Paper ed. $5.95.
Betancourt begins with an explanation of dental structure and of the causes and
classes of malocclusion, and with a description of the many dental problems that may
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R result from malocclusion. The text discusses choosing an orthodontist, the devices
5-9 used in orthodontic therapy, and the ways in which children cope, physically and
emotionally, with wearing braces. The book concludes with an explanation of the
importance of using a positioner or retainer after braces come out, so that teeth are
kept straight and the individual's bite stays corrected. A short history of dentistry, an
index, and the titles of several other books on orthodontics are provided, one of
which (Alvin and Virginia Silverstein's So You're Getting Braces: A Guide to Ortho-
dontics) is better illustrated, and covers most of the same material. Like the Silver-
stein book, this is written in a brisk, informal style and is logically organized and
accurate.
C.U. Health and hygiene
Bethancourt, T. Ernesto. Doris Fein: Murder Is No Joke. Holiday House, 1982. 82-80817.
ISBN 0-8234-0468-4. 131p. $10.95.
As in preceding books about Doris Fein, the young college student and heiress is
Ad the narrator of a detective story in which she is both the investigator and an intended
6-9 victim. There's plenty of action and there are colorful characters (a handsome young
comedian and his agent, the murder victim) so that the story has appealing elements;
however, this has less humor than earlier books in the series and it is also weakened
by the melodramatic final episode, in which a crazed man, known to be the murderer,
jumps from an airplane leaving Doris (doped by the villain) to die-only she manages
to stay awake and fly the plane. A bit much.
Bromley, Dudley. Bedford Fever. Childrens Press, 1982. 81-82039. ISBN 0-516-02241-5. 80p.
$6.50.
One of a series designed for slow high school readers, this is adequately gauged for
NR reading interest and is not as weak in writing style as are most such books. It is,
6-7 however, weak in plot, diffuse in structure, lacking characterization, and anti-
climactic in its ending. It has a problem; that it has no solution may be true to life but
doesn't contribute to a satisfying reading experience. Sandy, a medical student who
is working part time at an Australian hotel, the Bedford, is one of the many guests
who fall victim to a swift-acting fever that comes to be called "Bedford Fever," and
is one of the few who recovers. Thousands die. A closing note by the author states
that eventually the pandemic disease killed thirty million people, and that it may
strike again. Finis.
Burningham, John. Avocado Baby. Crowell, 1982. 81-43844. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04243-4;
Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04244-2. 24p. illus. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.89.
Clean, spacious illustrations with economical use of line and with subdued but
R strong colors add to the humor of a nursery tall tale blandly told. None of the four
2-5 members of the Hargreaves family is very strong, and they worry when the new baby
yrs. (never called he or she) is puny and dislikes all food. The older children suggest
giving the baby an avocado that has mysteriously appeared in a bowl of fruit. The
avocado is accepted with relish and others are administered daily; the baby becomes
incredibly strong, lifting pianos, pushing the car when it won't start, and--in the final
episode--tossing two large bullies in the lake when they persecute its much-older
siblings. Palatable nonsense creates an infant hero figure with whom small listeners
can identify.
[62]
Chess, Victoria. Poor Esme; written and illus. by Victoria Chess. Holiday House, 1982.
82-2924. ISBN 0-8234-0455-2. 28p. $12.95.
The comically grotesque paintings of pudgy, wide-eyed people are the strongest
Ad aspect of a read-aloud book that moves slowly toward an unimpressive albeit mildly
K-2 amusing ending. Ignored by her parents, friendless and lonely, Esme tries wish after
wish after wish in her hopes of finding a companion; she wishes by blowing out
birthday candles, she wishes by looking over her shoulder at the new moon, etc.
Each wishing picture faces one in which she imagines a companion. Finally, in
despair, she wishes on the first star and says, "I'll take anyone you send down any
old time!" A few weeks later, there's a new baby in the family and Esme is coping
with bottles and diapers. Conclusion: "But she learned you have to be very sure that
what you wish for is really what you want!"
Cohen, Barbara. King of the Seventh Grade. Lothrop, 1982. 82-15247. ISBN 0-688-01302-3.
190p. $9.50.
Vic Abrams is the narrator, and he begins by declaring the irritation and boredom
Ad he feels at going to Hebrew School to prepare for his bar mitzvah. He doesn't want a
5-7 party, and although he's not unhappy at being Jewish, he's unhappy about the cere-
mony and the party his divorced parents insist on. It turns out that his mother isn't
Jewish (a fact that, not convincingly, he and others have ignored) so he isn't, either,
and he then decides to convert; having been ejected, he changes his mind. This highly
predictable development is tied to the fact that he's been picked up for shoplifting and
the rabbi has come to his aid. The story closes with the conversion rite, and every-
body singing the closing hymn. This has good style, adequate dialogue and charac-
terization, and a plot so purposeful in its message that it obtrudes on the narrative.
C.U. Religious education
D.V. Age-mate relations; Interreligious understanding
Cohen, Barbara. Seven Daughters and Seven Sons; by Barbara Cohen and Bahija Lovejoy.
Atheneum, 1982. 81-8092. ISBN 0-689-30875-2. 216p. $10.95.
"I am Buran," the story begins, "daughter of Malik and the fourth of the seven
R female children born to him .. ." and the lively protagonist goes on to explain, in a
6-8 tale set in ancient Baghdad, that her father has educated her as though she were a
son, taught her chess, talked to her of important things. Wrathful because her uncle
will accept none of her sisters as brides for his seven sons (he's rich, Buran's family is
poor) Buran decides to go out into the world, posing as a man, and become a success.
The story is told in three parts: the second is narrated by Prince Mahmud of Tyre,
whose admiring friendship for the wealthy young merchant Nasir turns to suspicion
that Nasir is really a woman, the third is told again by Buran (Nasir) after she has fled
Tyre and returned to Baghdad, pining for love of Mahmud. It will surprise few
readers that he pursues her, woos her, and wins her. What is surprising, since this is
basically a meets-loses-gets love story, is that it runs at such a lively pace, contains
so much feminist philosophy, and is so convincing in its creation of a time past.
D.V. Sex roles
Cole, Joanna. A Bird's Body; illus. with photographs by Jerome Wexler. Morrow, 1982.
82-6446. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01470-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01471-2. 48p. Trade
ed. $8.50; Library ed. $7.59.
A continuous text is written in a straightforward style and is illustrated by photo-
graphs of excellent quality, many magnified, and by clear, simple diagrams. Using a
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R parakeet and a cockatiel as examples, the author shows how their anatomical fea-
3-5 tures (feathers, shape, hollow bones, air sacs, rapid heartbeat) all contribute to flight,
and briefly describes diet, nesting, and hatching patterns. A good introduction to the
study of birds, this can also be used for reading aloud to younger children.
C.U. Science
Cooper, Margaret C. Code Name: Clone; illus. by Christopher Bigelow. Walker, 1982. 82-
60101. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8027-6474-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-8027-6475-4. 192p. Trade
ed. $8.95; Library ed. $9.85.
In a sequel to Solution: Escape, clone brothers Evonn and Stefan, who had
Ad escaped from the ruthless scientist Zorak, are in New York. The year is 2060, and the
6-8 boys are hunting for a father who is living in disguise and protected by the CIA. Their
father, Metvedenko, does not know of the boys' existence; an amicable CIA agent
named Griggs helps Evonn and Stefan, who are still being pursued by Zorak. This has
as much action as the first book, but it depends more on coincidence and contrivance,
and it ends in a whirl of frenetic activity, as a third clone brother comes into the story
as a tool of Zorak's but sees that he has been a dupe and helps the others escape
again. In the end Zorak is caught, the brothers united, and Griggs revealed as their
father, Metvedenko.
Dacquino, Vincent T. Kiss the Candy Days Good-bye. Delacorte, 1982. 82-70324. ISBN
0-440-04546-0. 129p. $9.95.
When he realizes that the odd assortment of symptoms he has may keep him from
Ad making his junior high wrestling team, Jimmy (the narrator) decides to tell nobody
6-8 but his best friend Margaret. Margaret has disappeared, and he's told by a neighbor
that she's suddenly moved away. As his condition worsens, Jimmy finally is taken to
a hospital, where the diagnosis is diabetes. Margaret turns up, Jimmy realizes she's
more than just a friend, and he also realizes that he can control and tolerate his
illness. This is not as cluttered as many first novels, but it's more a vehicle for
information about the causes, symptoms, and care of diabetes than it is a narrative,
and this purposiveness weakens a story that is adequate, if not impressive, in struc-
ture and style.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Friendship values; Handicaps, adjustment to
Daly, Niki. Joseph's Other Red Sock; written and illus. by Niki Daly. Atheneum, 1982.
81-66440. ISBN 0-689-50216-8. 32p. $9.95.
Bright colors and familiar objects should make the pictures that illustrate this
R engaging read-aloud story appealing to young children. Mum, speaking from another
3-5 room, goes along with Joseph when the hunt for a missing sock turns into imaginative
yrs. play (the mess in his closet becomes a monster) but produces the sock-eventually.
Is he all ready, Mum asks. "Almost," says Joseph, as he puts on the one blue shoe he
can find. Truly childlike, this has, despite its brevity and simplicity, a good problem/
solution structure, a warm mother/son relationship, and a quiet humor.
D.V. Mother-son relations; Self-reliance
Dana, Barbara. Zucchini; illus. by Eileen Christelow. Harper, 1982. 80-8448. Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-021394-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021395-7. 122p. Trade ed. $10.50; Library ed.
$10.89.
This is a love story. The lovers are a young ferret that has escaped from a zoo and
been picked up by an ASPCA team, and a very shy, lonely, and tender-hearted boy,
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R Zucchini and Billy. The plot's fulcrum is boy meets/loses/gets ferret, but it's deftly
3-5 amplified and written with wit and skill. Some of the story is told from Zucchini's
viewpoint and includes amusing conversations among animals; some is from Billy's
viewpoint and includes amusing conversations between Billy and his loquacious little
sister. Reality and fantasy are nicely overlapped in a tender story that has good pace,
structure, and style.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Delton, Judy. A Walk on a Snowy Night; illus. by Ruth Rosner. Harper, 1982. 81-48660. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-021592-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021593-3. 32p. Trade ed. $8.95;
Library ed. $8.89.
There isn't much action in this child's description of a wintry walk with her father,
Ad but the text-and, to a lesser extent, the drawings--convey a picture of the silence,
K-3 the isolation, the inexorable fall of glittering flakes of snow. The most appealing
aspect of the solitary night walk may be, for a listening audience, the warmth of the
teasing affection between father and daughter.
D.V. Environmental concepts; Father-daughter relations
de Mejo, Oscar. The Tiny Visitor. Pantheon Books, 1982. 81-22387. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-
85256-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-95256-1. 60p. illus. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed.
$9.99.
Grotesque black and white drawings, very sophisticated, technically proficient,
NR exaggerated in the fashions of Steinberg and Dali, gloomy but less comic than Gorey,
3-4 illustrate a contrived story about two tall sisters who are happily married and try to
help a tiny friend find a wife. They find her in the circus, the wedding is performed the
next day. The rest is padding.
French, Michael. Pursuit. Delacorte, 1982. 82-70319. ISBN 0-440-06887-8. 181p. $9.95.
There's no question of who, in the foursome climbing in the Sierras, is the leader:
M popular, a fine athlete, an experienced camper and climber, Roger assumes that the
7-9 others will follow his lead. Luke does, but Gordy grows restive, especially at the way
Roger treats Martin, Gordy's younger brother. Then there is an accident: Martin, who
has been hostile toward Roger, falls and dies. But is it an accident? Gordy is sure he's
seen Roger cut the safety rope. To keep Gordy from getting to the police, Roger
tracks him down relentlessly, stealing his belongings, taunting him, trying to get him
to sign a statement saying that Martin's death had been an accident. This ends with
Roger unmasked and taken into custody. The book is adequately written, but it is
weakened by the long and occasionally repetitive account of the pursuit, extended to
the point of tedium despite the dramatic nature of the situation.
Galdone, Paul, ad. The Monster and the Tailor; ad. and illus. by Paul Galdone. Houghton/
Clarion, 1982. 82-1246. ISBN 0-89919-116-9. 32p. $11.50.
Galdone's vigorous drawings, full of movement, humor, and color, are the stellar
Ad feature of an adapted story for which no source is cited. Told by the king that, in
K-2 accordance with a soothsayer's advice, his new trousers must be made in a grave-
yard, the brave tailor sits on a gravestone to complete his task; slowly, with repeated
threats, a huge monster looms. The monster chases the tailor to the castle, where the
tailor delivers the trousers--but he's never seen again, only the prints of a huge hand
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remaining on the castle wall. This has some suspense, but there's really little action,
and the story, albeit adequately told, ends abruptly.
Garden, Nancy. Annie on My Mind. Farrar, 1982. 82-9189. ISBN 0-374-30366-5. 234p. $10.95.
Liza, the narrator, struck up an acquaintance with Annie in the Metropolitan
R Museum of Art, and their friendship grew into so intense a relationship that Liza
8-10 herself found it hard to understand, at first. Gradually she became aware that what
she felt was love, painfully she recognized that she was a lesbian, and joyfully she
acknowledged her love when she knew that Annie felt the same way. Nervous about
physical expression of her love, Liza gave in to her longing only when she and Annie
were alone together in the home of a teacher (away on vacation) for whom Liza was
doing some chores. When another teacher and a classmate unexpectedly came to the
house, the relationship became known; not only did Liza suffer, knowing how much
unhappiness she was causing, but the teacher in whose home the confrontation took
place was dismissed, since it became clear that she and the woman who shared the
house had a long-standing lesbian relationship. The story is written in retrospect:
Liza is at M.I.T. and Annie at Berkeley at the end of the book, and they have had
little contact for a long time; at the close of the story, Liza telephones to ask Annie if
they can meet during Christmas vacation, and the two reaffirm their love. This is
candid, dignified, perceptive, and touching; although the crux of the story line is the
encounter that makes a physical relationship clear, it is the romantic element that
dominates the book, with its strong characters and its tender love story.
Geras, Adele. Apricots at Midnight; illus. by Doreen Caldwell. Atheneum, 1982. 82-1728.
ISBN 0-689-30921-X. 142p. $9.95.
Stories within a story, each chapter is an episode told by Aunt Pinny to her niece,
R and each is based on a different piece in a patchwork quilt. These are cozy, gentle,
4-6 often lively and sometimes amusing episodes; there is no story line, no connecting
link save for the fact that all of the experiences are those of one person's childhood.
Pinny helps a lodger with an idea that results in his getting a job; she goes to the
country for a holiday; in the story to which the title refers, she does eat apricots at
midnight while behind the scenes at an elaborate party. A nice book for installment
reading, although it may be sedate for some children.
D.V. Aunt-niece relations
Giblin, James Cross. Chimney Sweeps: Yesterday and Today; illus. by Margot Tomes.
Crowell, 1982. 81-43878. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04192-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-
04193-4. 56p. Trade ed. $10.50; Library ed. $10.89.
Beginning in the twelfth century, when chimneys were first built, the trade of the
R chimney sweep was established, waning with the substitution of furnaces for fire-
4-8 places, waxing again today as more people use wood stoves and fireplaces to con-
serve energy. Giblin writes in a smooth, straightforward style of the use of young
children, especially in England, and of the long struggle of reformers to alleviate the
harsh treatment such children received; he discusses briefly the status of sweeps in
several countries, and some of the superstitions about sweeps; he describes
chimney-sweeping in America from colonial times on, and discusses the sweeps of
today. An index and a bibliography add to the usefulness of a nicely compiled book
on an unusual topic.
C.U. Social studies
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Giff, Patricia Reilly. The Gift of the Pirate Queen; illus. by Jenny Rugherford. Delacorte, 1982.
82-70310. Trade ed. ISBN 0-440-02970-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-02972-4. 164p.
Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
Grace didn't mean to break the glass bell on her teacher's desk, just to look at it
R when she was alone in the classroom. Aghast at the accident, already intimidated by
4-6 her sixth-grade teacher, Mrs. Raphael, Grace is in despair. Her solution to this
problem is one of the two plot lines, and it's nicely merged with the other, the gift of
the title, the gift of courage. Motherless, Grace has resisted the elderly Fiona (her
father's cousin) who had come from Ireland to visit them. It is Fiona's tales of the
pirate queen, Grace O'Malley, and Fiona's belief that her niece is just as bold and
brave, that finally give Grace the resolution to tell Mrs. Raphael what has happened
and why she secretly bought a new glass bell. All of this is tied to gifts and Christmas
and love and the different kinds of courage in a story that has good pace and balance,
believable characters and dialogue, and just enough sentiment to sweeten the tale
without making it sugary.
C.U. Christmas
D.V. Courage; Ethical concepts; Teacher-pupil relations
Gilson, Jamie. Thirteen Ways to Sink a Sub; illus. by Linda Strauss Edwards. Lothrop, 1982.
82-141. ISBN 0-688-01304-X. 140p. $9.50.
Hobie and his 4A classmates are delighted when their regular teacher's absence
Ad results in the appearance of a substitute teacher. The class quickly organizes, boys
3-5 versus girls, in a contest to see who can "sink" (upset, embarrass, irritate) the sub
most times. One of the boys claims to be Japanese (he's black) and unable to under-
stand English, two of the girls answer to each other's names, one of the girls pretends
to lose a contact lens, and so on. The substitute, Svetlana Ivanovich, stays sweet,
gullible, and gentle, and wins the class over. The plot is really an extended gag, very
amusing, with no single incident that's unbelievable but seeming overdone in the
aggregate. Light, at times slapstick, sure to amuse.
D.V. Teacher-pupil relations
Gray, Mary Ann. The Truth About Fathers. Bradbury, 1982. 81-21571. ISBN 0-87888-197-2.
210p. $9.95.
Stephanie, who tells the story, had always felt there was a special bond between
Ad her and her father. The summer she was fourteen, their family moved back to her
6-9 Dad's home town: a fresh start, he called it, after giving up his job as a college
teacher. That's when everything began to change for the worse: Dad seemed to
resent her dating and to be suspicious about her activities. The rift widened, and
eventually Stephanie suspected Dad was working for the owner of the town's new
brothel. The ethical crisis comes when her father admits to Stephanie that he was
driving the cab in which a childhood friend, Murdoch, had been riding with one of the
prostitutes and was surely responsible for beating her so badly that she was hos-
pitalized. Dad won't report this to the police, feeling that "The girl's a loser, a born
victim all the way. My turning Murdoch in won't change that." At the point at which
Stephanie is packed to leave along with her mother and little brother, Dad and
Stephanie go to the hospital to visit the assault victim, and Dad decides he will talk to
the sheriff. A heart-to-heart talk follows, in which Dad admits his mistakes (the truth
about fathers is that they make mistakes, too) and Dad talks to Mom, and the book
ends with Dad changing his attitudes and behavior so that the family has warmth and
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solidity again. This first novel shows promise in its writing style, but is weakened by
the rather sudden about-face after the rather melodramatic events.
D.V. Father-daughter relations; Honesty
Grimm, Jacob Ludwig Karl. Little Brother and Little Sister; ad. and illus. by Barbara Cooney.
Doubleday, 1982. 81-43058. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-14583-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-
14584-5. 43p. Trade ed. $10.95; Library ed. $11.90.
Vernal landscapes and soft, cool paintings of the interior scenes (blues and trans-
R parent white) in which the ghostly queen walks extend the nicely adapted version of a
K-3 fairytale classic. Running away from the cruel witch who is their stepmother, Little
Brother and Little Sister make a home in the woods; changed to a fawn by the witch's
magic, Little Brother comes with his sister when the king marries her. The witch
hears of their happiness, poses as a maid, and kills the queen, but an old nurse tells
the king; at his embrace, his queen comes back to life and the fawn is released from
his spell when the witch is killed. This is not imitative, but the use of color and the
composition are reminiscent of Adrienne Adams' interpretation of other Grimm
tales.
D.V. Brothers-sisters
Haller, Danita Ross. Not Just Any Ring; illus. by Deborah Kogan Ray. Knopf, 1982. 81-14242.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-85082-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-95082-8. 48p. Trade ed.
$9.95; Library ed. $9.99.
Jessie Yano (her age and race are not specified) yearns for a silver ring like her
Ad friend Nellie's, for she's convinced the ring is magic. Her grandfather takes her to the
3-4 mission shop and purchases a duplicate ring for Jessie; on the way home, they have a
minor accident, Jessie throws the ring away in anger because it has no magic. She
climbs the mesa to get help; when she is again with Grandfather, she feels that the
happy outcome of the day is due to the magic in her heart, just as he had told her. The
soft pencil drawings create a dramatic setting for a gentle but slow-paced story that is
slight in conception but adequately told.
D.V. Grandfather-child relations; Resourcefulness
Hamilton-Merritt, Jane. My First Days of School; written and illus. with photographs by Jane
Hamilton-Merritt. Messner, 1982. 81-21361. ISBN 0-671-45409-9. 25p. $6.97.
Photographs, some of which are static, illustrate five-year-old Kate's monologue
Ad about how she and her family prepared for her entrance into kindergarten, and what
3-5 she did the first two days. The text is a bit contrived, but it's simply written, has a
yrs. positive approach, and can give preschool children an idea of the tasks and pleasures
of the kindergarten classroom. This hasn't the story element or the humor that make
such books as Miriam Cohen's Will I Have a Friend? so appealing an introduction to
starting school, but it is accurate and useful.
Hanlon, Emily. Love Is No Excuse. Bradbury, 1982. 82-9580. ISBN 0-87888-204-9. 227p.
$10.95.
Ethical concepts and parental image are an intrinsic part of a perceptive story
R about the way in which an adolescent becomes aware of her father's dishonesty and
7-10 the way in which, under the guise of love, he attempts to control and direct her
behavior. A popular math teacher, Julia's father is so anxious to have his daughter in
his advanced math class that he uses unethical means to help her achieve that goal.
Julia knows she doesn't have the requisite ability, and she finally rebels; part of her
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declaration of independence is an insistence that she be treated as a young adult in
other aspects of their relationship, but primarily Julia feels she must make it clear
(and she does) that her father must see, as she sees, that the status he wanted Julia to
have was for his own pride, not for hers. The characterization is strong, the re-
lationships are seen with sensitivity, and the writing style is polished, with natural-
sounding dialogue.
D.V. Ethical concepts; Father-daughter relations
Hartman, Evert. War Without Friends; tr. by Patricia Crampton. Crown, 1982. 82-10093.
ISBN 0-517-54754-6. 218p. $10.95.
The time is World War II. The setting is Holland, then under German occupation.
R The protagonist is fifteen-year-old Arnold Westervoort, whose father is a zealous
7-10 member of the NSB, the Dutch National Socialist Movement. Fanatically loyal to
Hitler and to the Dutch Nazi leader Mussert, Westervoort is an irascible bully to his
family and a toady to his superiors; he forces his family to go along with his beliefs.
At first credulous and supportive, Arnold becomes increasingly resistant as he is
mocked at school, avoided by the girl he likes, accused of being a spy and an informer
by his classmates. His slow growth toward change and independence are con-
vincingly depicted in a trenchant story, smoothly translated, that has strong charac-
terization, a dramatic and carefully paced plot, and a powerful ending. This look at
Nazi philosophy from the inside is as lucid an expose as nonfiction analysis, and yet
there is no trace of the tract in the book, which is an exciting and perceptive story.
D.V. Ethical concepts
Haskins, James S. Black Theatre in America; illus. with photographs. Crowell, 1982. 81-
43874. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04128-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04129-2. 160p. Trade
ed. $9.50; Library ed. $9.89.
Comprehensive and well-organized, this history of black entertainers, comic or
R serious, is a useful compendium of information, although the occasional errors (a
8- show that opened in 1908 had a star who fell ill "during its run" and "died in 1907")
and the occasional imposition of authorial viewpoint or conjecture ("If he were alive
today, DuBois would be amazed . .. ") weaken it somewhat. One of the book's
stronger points is the consistency with which Haskins makes connections between
what was happening in black theatre to what was happening in the changing status of
blacks and to the economic influences on theatre in general.
C.U. History-Blacks; Social studies
Haskins, James S. Katherine Dunham. Coward, 1982. 81-15178. ISBN 0-698-20549-9. 158 p.
illus. with photographs. $10.95.
A vigorous and dedicated pioneer of the dance, Katherine Dunham is world-
Ad famous as a performer, teacher, and choreographer. In this well-balanced biography,
7-10 there is a good mixture of material about her professional experiences, her personal
life, her role as a champion of black culture, and her devotion to the Performing Arts
Training Center that she established in East St. Louis in the 1960's. The writing style
is variable; indeed, there is a marked difference between the earlier part of the book,
in which there are grave errors of style and occasionally syntax, and the concluding
pages, which have a rather polished narrative flow. An index and some pages of
photographs add to the book's usefulness.
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Herzig, Alison Cragin. A Season of Secrets; by Alison Cragin Herzig and Jane Lawrence Mali.
Little, 1982. 82-047909. ISBN 0-316-35889-4. 193p. $9.95.
Brooke is fourteen, Jason thirteen, and they both feel protective toward their
Ad six-year-old brother Benji, who seems to have some odd illness. Precocious, solitary
4-6 by choice, given to fainting, Benji seems to stay alone in his room so much that
Brooke is curious; she is cooperative when she learns his secret: he has a small bat
and is taming it. There are more alarming signs of illness, and then Brooke learns that
her parents have known and have been trying to keep it hidden: Benji has epileptic
seizures. The fact emerges publicly when a group of neighbors hears someone make a
false connection between bats and rabies, and Brooke explains Benji's behavior and
its cause. This has good balance, good writing style, sturdy characterization, and
believable relationships. What weakens the book is the less believable attitude of the
children's parents, who seem otherwise level-headed and intelligent, in making such
a fuss about Benji's illness, even hiding it from his brother and sister.
D.V. Brothers-sisters; Handicaps, adjustment to
Huddy, Delia. The Humboldt Effect. Greenwillow, 1982. 82-9212. ISBN 0-688-01526-3. 157p.
$9.50.
A sequel to Time Piper (reviewed in the October, 1979 issue) in which a time
R machine explained a twelfth-century legend about a Pied Piper and Luke, the pro-
7-10 tagonist of both stories, had worked on Tom Humboldt's time machine. Now Hum-
* boldt has a more advanced theory about time travel, and Luke heads the crew that
carries out the research while on a submarine in the Mediterranean Sea. This is fine
science fiction, deftly crafted in structure and style; it's also an effective story of love
and friendship and the assumption of responsibility; it has drama and pace and one
surprising twist that explains, within the fantasy framework, the genesis of a biblical
legend. Super.
D.V. Friendship values; Responsibility
Jacobs, Francine. Supersaurus; illus. by D. D. Tyler. Putnam, 1982. 81-7375. ISBN 0-399-
61150-9. 48p. (A See and Read Book). $6.99.
Simply written but not written down for beginning readers, this describes the
R discovery, in 1972, of an enormous dinosaur bone. Found and identified by a scien-
1-3 tist, the fossil proved to be the hip bone of a dinosaur larger than any yet known. The
subject is appealing, the narrative framework restrained, the text useful in establish-
ing the ways in which scientists compare and classify materials.
C.U. Science
Kennedy, Richard. The Boxcar at the Center of the Universe; illus. by Jeff Kronen. Harper,
1982. 81-47718. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023186-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-023187-4. 89p.
Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.89.
"The beginning of the summer of my sixteenth year," the narrator starts, and
Ad speaks eloquently of the wide horizons and broad aspirations of youth. Two days
7-9 later, he's in a box car, scratching because of lice, listening to an old tramp spin a tale
of the past that leads back to another tale, etc. All of the tales are filled with marvels
and mysteries, of the search for identity and direction, of the riddle of life-an
Arabian nights phantasmagoria set in desert lands. The book ends with the boy being
evicted by a guard, while the old man rides on. What's the answer? Where's the
center of the universe? The lack of resolution may leave some readers dissatisfied,
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but the imaginative structure, the flow of language, and the provocative concepts
should appeal to those readers who prefer thought to plot.
Kilgore, Kathleen. The Wolfman of Beacon Hill. Little, 1982. 82-047910. ISBN 0-316-49306-6.
172p. $10.95.
Like an effective collage, this story has separate but related segments that come
R together at the close. One series of incidents describes a wolf that has escaped from
7-9 its owner (who runs an animal park) and is coping with urban (Boston) life, foraging
for food. A second is the search by the owner, a third (the Wolfman) a con-
servationist and social worker who is in charge of a group of adolescent boys, and a
fourth the experiences of one particular boy who eventually joins the Wolfman's
group and who ardently tries to find and save the wolf. The boys are tough and
street-wise but sympathetic to their group leader's anguished effort to save the wolf;
their conversation is realistically tough, their characters firmly drawn. There is sus-
pense in the story, smoothly incorporated information about wolves and animal
conservation, and some dramatic moments in the adroitly structured plot-merging.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
King-Smith, Dick. The Mouse Butcher; illus. by Margot Apple. Viking, 1982. 81-70656. ISBN
0-670-49145-4. 132p. $10.95.
Like Pigs Might Fly (reviewed in the October, 1982 issue) this is an entertaining,
R witty, and smoothly written animal fantasy; although the style is as yeasty here the
4-6 plot is less substantial than that of the first book. Still, this is a cut above most comic
fantasy. All the characters here are cats, and they live on an island that has been
abandoned by people. Tom Plug, the butcher's cat, is a tough and resourceful hunter
who arranges with the snobbish head of the Bampton-Bush family (very high-class
cats) to do their hunting for them; in the course of this relationship he wins the heart
and paw of the lovely young Diana Bampton-Bush, and he bests the fierce and feral
Mog, "the Monster of the lime pit."
Kroll, Steven. One Tough Turkey: A Thanksgiving Story; illus. by John Wallner. Holiday
House, 1982. 82-2925. ISBN 0-8234-0457-9. 32p. $10.95.
A Thanksgiving tall tale is told with the sort of nonsensical humor that appeals to
R readers in the primary grades. Sent by the governor of the Pilgrim colony to hunt
K-2 turkeys for the first Thanksgiving dinner, the bumbling troop of hunters is outwitted
easily by the tough turkey of the title, Solomon. He, his wife Regina, and their
children Alfred and Lavinia taunt and trick the hunters, putting up signs (among other
ploys) that say "NO TURKEYS! TURKEYS FLOWN SOUTH FOR THE WIN-
TER!" or "PILGRIMS GO HOME!" Eventually the weary hunters trudge back and
decide to have squash instead of turkey, and that's why, the book ends, "Everyone
just thinks they ate turkey." Comic illustrations of pudgy people and partially-clad
turkeys add to the fun of a sprightly story.
C.U. Thanksgiving
Lang, Andrew, comp. Pink Fairy Book; ed. by Brian Alderson; illus. by Colin McNaughton.
Viking, 1982. 81-70403. ISBN 0-670-55536-3. 332p. $14.95.
In this new edition of a classic anthology, Alderson has cut some stories, has edited
R or translated others, and has provided notes that explain his changes or give back-
4-6 ground information. The black and white illustrations are distinctive for their wit,
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dramatic sense, and texture. Alderson has succeeded admirably in his goal of making
the tales more palatable for a contemporary audience rather than for the Victorian
readers who were Lang's audience, and he has done so without oversimplifying the
language or sacrificing the narrative flow.
Lee, Mary Price. A Future in Pediatrics: Medical and Non-Medical Careers in Child Health
Care. Messner, 1982. 82-2117. ISBN 0-671-41400-3. 159p. illus. with photographs.
$9.29.
Although the text occasionally has a rapturous note about attitudes or services, it is
R a most useful overview of careers in child health care. There's some historical back-
7-10 ground, a description of a children's hospital and the specialized services and equip-
ment it offers, and separate chapters on pediatric medicine, pediatric nursing, vol-
unteer work, specialties in children's medicine, and such supportive vocations as
therapist, social worker, medical technologist, dance therapist, etc. Each chapter
describes training, cites salary ranges, and gives information about working with
children, with anecdotal material included. The book is logically organized and capa-
bly written, and it concludes with a list of additional sources of information (not for
every chapter, but by chapter), a bibliography, and a relative index.
C.U. Vocational guidance
D.V. Occupational orientation
Lewis, Shari, ad. One-Minute Bedtime Stories; ad. by Shari Lewis and Lan O'Kun; illus. by
Art Cumings. Doubleday, 1982. 79-8024. ISBN 0-385-15292-2. 48p. $5.95.
Abbreviated versions of familiar folk and fairy tales ("Rumpelstiltskin," "Sinbad
NR and the Genie," and, in verse, "The Lion and the Mouse" and so on) constitute
K-2 twenty stories designed to save time in these versions. So much for style, develop-
ment, and the oral tradition. The oversize pages are illustrated with comic line and
wash pictures, and the stories (each allotted two pages, with about half the space
given to illustration) are simply told but condensed to the point of being choppy and
often having abrupt endings.
Lowry, Lois. Anastasia at Your Service; illus. by Diane de Groat. Houghton, 1982. 82-9231.
ISBN 0-395-32865-9. 149p. $9.95.
Anastasia addicts will welcome this third discerning romp about the enterprising
R daughter of a faculty family that is warm, supportive, and very funny. Anastasia
4-6 always has problems (she's twelve) and this summer it's a combination of boredom,
depression (the only friend she's made since they moved to town has gone to camp)
and penury. She advertises herself as a Lady's Companion and is taken aback to find
the job she gets is that of a maid. Resentful, our heroine and her employer's grand-
daughter hatch a plot to be revenged. It backfires. The other plot line concerns
Anastasia's precocious two-year-old brother, who doughtily survives a skull frac-
ture. This is just as amusing as the earlier books, it's written with the same wit and
polish; it isn't quite as substantial structurally.
D.V. Brothers-sisters; Friendship values
Lyle, Katie Letcher. Finders Weepers. Coward, 1982. 82-1469. ISBN 0-698-20556-1. 203p.
$11.95.
Lee, the narrator, has been voted the "Most Sensible" in her eighth grade class;
now she's visiting her grandmother and uncle, and she can't understand why, every
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R summer, so many treasure seekers come to hunt for the storied Beale Treasure. By
7-9 sheer chance, Lee finds the trove, but feels it brings her only trouble and is relieved
when a mudslide buries the site. This aspect of the book should appeal to readers, but
many will enjoy equally the perception and candor of Lyle's depictions of Lee's
relationships with her dour father, her elderly bachelor uncle (the brother her father
sneers at) who is her dear friend, her loved and loving grandmother and other mem-
bers of the Virginia mountain community that is her summer home.
D.V. Father-daughter relations; Grandmother-child relations; Uncle-niece re-
lations
Maclachlan, Patricia. Cassie Binegar. Harper, 1982. 81-48641. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024033-4;
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024034-2. 120p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.89.
It is not the plot (there really isn't one) that makes this so readable and distinctive a
R novel, but the flow of the writing, the easy mingling of exposition and dialogue, the
4-6 polished merging of colorful characters and shifting relationships, and Cassie's con-
tinuing and believable growth in understanding herself and others. Cassie's embar-
rassed by her odd relatives and by the exuberance and vitality of her immediate
family; she envies the prim and decorous life and home of her friend Margaret Mary,
and is surprised that Margaret Mary loves Cassie's family and the sometimes slap-
dash way they live. Cassie gets over a crush on a writer (she herself writes poetry)
and adjusts to her grandfather's death and to change. Still waters run deep and clear
here.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Family relations; Friendship values; Grandparent-child
relations; Jealousy, overcoming
McLendon, Gloria. My Brother Joey Died; illus. with photographs by Harvey Kelman. Mess-
ner, 1982. 82-3537. ISBN 0-671-42401-7. 64p.
Photographs (less stiff than most posed pictures) illustrate a monologue by a girl
Ad whose older brother has died suddenly, with complications from a virus he had
4-6 caught from her. She feels guilty about that, and guilty because the last time she'd
seen Joey he had been teasing her and she'd said, "I hope I never see you again."
Trying to adjust to bereavement, she at times feels anger or resents the way her
parents-in their own grief-seem to be ignoring her. Her grandparents help console
her, and a therapy group gives her perspective. This is too stilted in style and obtru-
sive in purpose to function well as a story, but the use of first person gives immediacy
and validity to a child's reactions to death, and the book includes some facets of
death's aftermath that are not often covered in literature for children, such as open-
casket viewing and the reaction to the grave at a cemetery.
D.V. Brothers-sisters; Death, adjustment to
Masterman-Smith, Virginia. The Great Egyptian Heist. Four Winds, 1982. 81-69514. ISBN
0-590-07803-8. 180p. $8.95.
Billy, the narrator, and his friend Angel investigate a mystery in an ebullient story
Ad in which the two young detectives expose themselves to danger as they try to track
4-6 down a jewel thief. The story is not always logical, but it's amusing. Angel's ar-
chaeologist father has sent home the coffin of a pharoah, and a cache of diamonds is
found by the protagonists. Their suspects prove innocent and, in fact, help them
catch the real culprits, who have also committed a murder. The characterization is
superficial and the misleading clues are overabundant, but the fast pace and vigorous
story line should appeal to readers, especially to mystery story fans.
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Meltzer, Milton. The Hispanic Americans; illus. with photographs by Morrie Camhi and
Catherine Noren. Crowell, 1982. 81-43314. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-14110-1; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-690-04111-X. 149p. Trade ed. $11.50; Library ed. $10.89.
There are twelve million people of Hispanic origins in the United States today,
R according to U.S. Census figures; how many millions more may have entered illegally
7- is not known. Some, especially in the Southwest, are descendants of those who
settled here centuries ago; some come because of political reasons; most come be-
cause they seek work. Meltzer describes the several Hispanic groups, their problems
in adjusting, working, and being accepted in the United States, not only in the labor
market but as citizens; he discusses prejudice, bilingual education, working con-
ditions and organized labor, political involvement, and civil rights. This is better
balanced in coverage than Coming to America from Mexico, Cuba, and Puerto Rico
by Susan Garver and Paula McGuire (reviewed in the March, 1982 issue) and more
analytical in exploring issues such as bilingual education; it is at times more sym-
pathetic than objective, and provides a less extensive bibliography. Like the Garver
and McGuire book, this has been carefully researched and includes a list of sources
as well as an index. Like all of Meltzer's work, this is solid, thoughtful writing.
C.U. Social studies
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. The Boy with the Helium Head; illus. by Kay Chorao. Atheneum,
1982. 82-1807. ISBN 0-689-30934-1. 30p. $11.95.
Like many fantasies, this is based on one improbable premise; here the switch from
Ad realism (a boy of seven, Jonathan, is given helium that's meant to go into a balloon,
K-3 while his flu shot goes into the balloon instead) isn't quite believable; first, a doctor
isn't likely to make such a mistake, second, helium shot into the arm wouldn't
necessarily go into the head. At any rate, Jonathan, after some lighter-than-air float-
ing, is advised that in twenty-four hours he'll be back to normal. Meanwhile the bully
who's been threatening him hangs ominously about. The story concludes with
Jonathan back on the ground, while the feared bully boasts that he was the first to see
the ascent. Mildly funny, but contrived.
Newton, James R. A Forest is Reborn; illus. by Susan Bonners. Crowell, 1982. 81-43882.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04231-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04232-9. 28p. Trade ed.
$8.25; Library ed. $8.89.
Black and white pencil drawings of plants and animals, softly shaded, beautifully
R detailed and textured, illustrate a clearly written continuous text, informative and
2-4 straightforward in style. As a concluding note explains, the author has used flora and
fauna of the Northwest to illustrate what the progression of change is after a forest
fire, but the cycle is the same in all forests. The text begins with the fire that leaves
only burned tree trunks standing, and explains how-from seeds deep underground,
brought in by animals, or carried by the wind-a progression of plant life begins and
changes until there is again a climax forest. A fine science book.
C.U. Science
Osborn, Lois. My Brother Is Afraid of Just About Everything; illus. by Jennie Williams.
Whitman, 1982. 81-23981. ISBN 0-8075-5324-7. 30p. $6.95.
An older brother's monologue is illustrated by flatly colored line drawings in which
Ad the younger boy looks older than the text implies (referring to school, "That's where
2-3 you'll be going in a couple of years") he is. His brother, the speaker says, is afraid of
thunderstorms, men with beards, trains, etc. Has he ever been hurt by any of these
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things? No. Just at that point, a large and friendly dog approaches; terrified, the
speaker dashes home, while the smaller boy happily embraces the dog. Conclusion:
". .. Everybody's afraid of something, I guess." The message may assuage those
who feel their timidity is unique, but the text fails to explore motivation or suggest
that fears can be overcome.
D.V. Brothers
Overbeck, Cynthia. Cactus; illus. with photographs by Shabo Hani. Lerner, 1982. 82-211.
ISBN 0-8225-1469-0. 48p. $8.95.
Profusely illustrated with drawings and full-color photographs, many magnified,
R this is a continuous text that is adequately organized, though some separation or
3-6 rearrangement of material would be an improvement. The text is capably written,
describing structural details, ecological adjustment, protective devices, reproduc-
tion, and the ways in which cacti differ from other succulents and other flora. A
glossary includes phonetic spelling for more difficult terms; an index gives access to
the contents of the book.
C.U. Science
Phipson, Joan. The Watcher in the Garden. Atheneum, 1982. 82-3960. ISBN 0-689-50246-X.
228p. $10.95.
A fantasy from a noted Australian author has a small cast, a sturdy story line, an
Ad adequate blending of the fanciful and the real, and an uneven pace. Kitty, fifteen,
6-9 becomes friendly with an elderly blind man, Mr. Lovett, after she trespasses in his
large hilltop garden. Aware that there is an evil presence in the garden at times, Kitty
learns that it is Terry (seventeen, tough, malicious, and vengeful toward Lovett) and
that Lovett fears Terry's violence. Since the story is at times written from Terry's
viewpoint, readers know that he is indeed planning Lovett's murder. The two fanciful
elements, the fact that the garden senses Terry's presence and tries to harm him, and
the fact that there is a telepathic if hostile relationship between Kitty and Terry, are
fairly convincing; the book has good handling of relationships and suspense, and the
characters are forcefully drawn, but the narrative is not infrequently slowed by long,
introspective passages.
D.V. Handicaps, adjustment to; Older-younger generations
Porter, David Lord. Help! Let Me Out! illus. by David Macaulay. Houghton, 1982. 82-1110.
ISBN 0-395-32438-6. 33p. $8.95.
The bright colors and scrabbly lines of Macaulay's drawings are quite unlike the
R precision of his handsome architectural drawings; the one link is the humor, and here
3-4 the artist uses his wit to full advantage, especially in some of the balloon captions
within the drawings. The concept is amusing: Hugo, who has sent for a book on
ventriloquism, easily learns how to throw his voice-the trouble is that the voice
escapes. Mute, the unhappy Hugo is eventually taken to Paris by his parents, while
the voice, after briefly enjoying its freedom, tries desperately to get back to Hugo.
They are united in a Paris restaurant, which enables the voice to speak French. The
text moves back and forth between Hugo and his voice in a story that is adequately
told if occasionally weakened by gaps; the voice croons "0 Sole Mio" on the radio to
all houses "including Hugo's," but how is it heard if nobody's home to turn the radio
on, and how does this warrant the next line: " 'I'm home!' it cried. But Hugo was
gone."? Nevertheless, it's an imaginative romp, and the periodic nonsense of the
roving voice's remarks in the illustrations (a teacher and pupil are startled, for exam-
ple, when the disembodied voice announces, "Alaska is the President of Brazil")
should entertain readers.
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Rockwell, Anne F. Can I Help? written and illus. by Anne F. and Harlow Rockwell. Macmil-
lan, 1982. 82-15375. ISBN 0-02-777720-0. 24p. $7.95.
Clean, bright small-scale paintings are set off by an ample amount of white space in
R a simply written book in which a small child lists all the ways in which she is helpful:
2-4 she does household chores, helps wash the family car, amuses the neighbors' baby,
yrs. and helps shop for groceries. Some things she can't help with until she's older (tasks
that require a sharp knife, for example) and for some things her parents help her. Not
exciting, but a satisfying record of accomplishment and sharing tasks that the book's
audience may appreciate.
D.V. Cooperative behavior; Helpfulness
Sa'di. The Discontented Dervishes, and Other Persian Tales; ad. by Arthur Scholey; illus. by
William Rushton. Deutsch, 1982. ISBN 0-233-96870-9. 136p. $8.95.
A selection of tales chosen by the compiler from Sa'di's thirteenth-century books
Ad Gulistan and Bustan. There are a few tales that are several pages long, but most of
4-6 them range from a few lines to two pages in length. These are realistic stories, most of
them having to do with justice, wisdom, tolerance, and other human traits; the style
is crisp, often humorous, and the single (but reiterated) weakness of the writing is in a
lack of structure or logical conclusion; for example, a wise man asks another man,
who is reciting the Koran in a loud and rasping voice, why he is doing this. "For the
sake of God." "Then, for God's sake," the tale ends, "I beg you to stop."
Schnurnberger, Lynn Edelman. A World of Dolls That You Can Make; photographs by Bar-
bara Brooks; drawings by Alan Robert Showe. Harper, 1982. 80-8450. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-06-025231-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025232-4. 113p. Paper ed. $9.95; Library
ed. $16.89.
Following general instructions on choosing and preparing materials (making
papier-mache, making a tracing-paper pattern, using a variety of stitches in sewing)
Ad the text gives instructions for making simplified versions of fourteen dolls from
5- various parts of the world. The instructions for each project include cross-references
to full-size patterns (given in a separate section at the back of the book) or to the
explanations in the prefatory section; however, the steps of the doll-making shown in
the photographs are often not shot near enough to give any helpful details. Useful but
not unusual, the book is adequate as a guide to a crafts project; users may wish that
pictures of the finished projects were included.
C.U. Hobbies
Schultz, Charles M. Charlie Brown's Encyclopedia of Energy; ed. by Hedda Nussbaum.
Random House, 1982. 82-3767. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84682-6; Library ed. ISBN
0-394-94682-0. 115p. illus. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.99.
Cross-references direct readers to appropriate entries in an alphabetically arranged
M series of entries about terms, topics, and people associated with energy resources
3-4 and problems. The entries are variable in both the amount of information they pro-
vide and in their relevancy (perpetual motion machines, Gabriel Fahrenheit) but are
simply if occasionally flippantly written ("Large calories are the kind that make us
large!") and provide phonetic spelling for words deemed difficult. Schulz's drawings
add no information, although they may amuse his fans; at times his small cartoon
figures are superimposed on photographs. An appended index adds some usefulness
to a book that gives some facts but little material in depth.
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Seidler, Tor. Terpin. Farrar, 1982. 82-11734. ISBN 0-374-37413-9. 90p. $8.95.
Now a member of the Supreme Court, Terpin Taft is on his way back to his home
SpR town for a celebration in his honor. He hasn't been back for thirty years, and has
6- never heard from his father in all that time. For Terpin had been a bitter disappoint-
ment to his family, his friends, and his teachers. As an adolescent, he had felt such
guilt and remorse about a well-meant lie that he had taken to always telling the
truth-and he had alienated everyone. There is a mystic note in the story, a sober
assessment of ethical concepts, a wry commentary on the superficiality of human
beings and their relationships, and a rejection of some of the common standards and
practices in our society. There are laminations of meaning in this smoothly crafted
story, nuances that may best be appreciated by the special reader.
D.V. Ethical concepts; Honesty
Selsam, Millicent Ellis. Cotton; illus. with photographs by Jerome Wexler. Morrow, 1982.
82-6496. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01499-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01511-X. 4 8p. Trade
ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.59.
Prefaced by historical material about the evidence of cotton cloth in ancient civili-
R zations and early manufacturing developments, Selsam gives her usual explicit and
3-5 accurate explanation of botanical structure. Here, augmented by Wexler's handsome
(often enlarged) photographs in color and in black and white, the text shows how the
plants grow and flower, how the cotton boll grows and is structured, and how the
cotton is processed from fiber to cloth. There are some photographic captions (in the
first few pages) that are in the same type as the text and so placed that they may be
confusing to readers, but for most of the book the placement is as careful and
informative as the text itself.
C.U. Industries (unit); Science
Selsam, Millicent Ellis. Where Do They Go? Insects in Winter; illus. by Arabelle Wheatley.
Four Winds, 1982. 82-70976. ISBN 0-590-07862-3. 32p. $8.95.
There's a complementary precision in the text and illustrations here, the color
R illustrations (carefully placed and labeled) extending the succinct and accurate de-
2-4 scriptions of a logically organized book. Each brief section ("Where are the beetles
and bugs?" "Where are the bees and ants?" "What happens to grasshoppers, crick-
ets, and katydids?") discusses the place and form (eggs or larvae, for example) or
defensive measures used by insects to perpetuate life through the cold season. Useful
for science units or for nature study, the book can also be read aloud to younger
children.
C.U. Nature study; Science
Showers, Paul. You Can't Make a Move Without Your Muscles; illus. by Harriet Barton.
Crowell, 1982. 81-43323. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04184-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-
04185-3. 34p. (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Books). Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $9.89.
As with other books in this outstanding series, this has plenty of white space, large
R type and not too much of it per page, and a crisp, direct style. In other words,
2-3 everything the very young reader needs to facilitate the reading experience. The
pictures are equally comprehensible, modest drawings and diagrams carefully placed
for good integration with the text. Showers describes how muscles work, occasion-
ally suggesting to the reader that he or she try a simple home demonstration. The text
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explains the musculature of the human body with just enough detail to make the
material clear but not so much that it will overwhelm the primary grades reader.
C.U. Science
Slote, Alfred. Clone Catcher; illus. by Elizabeth Slote. Lippincott, 1982. 82-47761. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-397-32017-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-32018-3. 155p. Trade ed. $10.50; Li-
brary ed. $10.89.
Arthur Dunn, the narrator, begins his story in the autumn of 2019, when he flies
M from his New York office to Australia to help Sir William Montagu track down his
5-7 wife's missing clone. The situation: Lady Montagu is ill, and her clone may be
needed (as other clones belonging to those who can afford them are) for replacement
parts. The plot: dependent on role-reversal of identical humans and clones. The
message: clones are people, too. Dunn, a tough clone catcher, falls in love with a
young woman who has inveighed against the cruelty of discriminating against clones
and gives up his career to run a sheep station. This isn't up to Slote's usual standard;
the plot is elaborate, the characters drawn with some color but little depth.
Smaridge, Norah. The Mysteries in the Commune; illus. by Robert Handville. Dodd, 1982.
82-45389. ISBN 0-396-08076-6. 238p. $10.95.
A literary cousin to Nancy Drew, Robin is an adolescent superficially depicted and
NR omniscient in her detective pursuits. Here she encounters two mysteries: the identity
6-9 of handsome Adam, who is hanging about the new commune in the neighborhood,
and the explanation for the theft of a picture of Robin as a baby, stolen from Robin's
home by a member of the commune, Emmy. Naturally Robin solves, or helps to
solve, both mysteries in an attenuated story in which there are stock characters like
the evil, wealthy Bart who has gotten Adam in trouble and who tries to ply Robin
with liquor for the usual reason. Contrived in plot, poorly structured, written with
tedious banality, this doesn't even have the element of suspense that gives appeal to
most mystery stories.
Sobol, Harriet Langsam. Clowns; illus. with photographs by Patricia Agre. Coward, 1982.
82-1515. ISBN 0-698-20558-8. 29p. $9.95.
The subject is one that appeals to children, and there are many clear photographs
M of clowns that are amusing, but the brief text of this book seems slight and meander-
2-3 ing. "The clown is an actor but he's something else, something more. He's a baggy-
suit tramp, a graceful whiteface or a bumbling fool." That bit of text provides the
captions for five full-page photographs. The book concludes with the clown's "se-
cret," "So we laugh at ourselves when we laugh at the clown." This provides some
concepts of clown makeup and costume, a bit about what they do, but it lacks
structure and substance.
Stevenson, James. We Can't Sleep; written and illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow,
1982. 81-20307. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-01213-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-01214-0. 32p.
Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.59.
Grandpa does it again, in another tall-tale within a picturebook tale illustrated with
R Stevenson's blithe, animated line and wash drawings, in which Grandpa's adventures
K-3 are framed in contrast to the free-standing pictures of the background story. Mary
Ann and Louie appear at Grandpa's elbow and announce they can't get to sleep.
"Strange," says Grandpa, he once had the very same problem, and he launches into
an improbable tale (pictured as a small, mustachioed boy) of swimming across the
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ocean, riding a shark's fin, jumping onto an iceberg ... meeting a dragon .. being
in a hurricane, etc. etc. The recital is punctuated by the children's queries and
comments (especially about wasn't he tired yet) and by the time Grandpa finishes, the
two children are fast asleep. Great pace, great fun, in a book that has a wonderful
integration of text and pictures.
D.V. Grandparent-child relations
Thomas, Kathleen. Nifkin; illus. by Judith Learmont. Dodd, 1982. 82-45375. ISBN 0-396-
08089-8. 157p. $8.95.
Nifkin is an elfin, homed creature who looks and acts very much like a boy of
Ad about seven, and he has appeared in Justin and Jeannie's lives because he's come
3-5 through a space-shift machine from another planet. The machine is one of many that
Uncle Oliver, a scientist-cum-inventor has in the odd, rambling house in which he
and the two children live. The book's plot revolves on keeping Nifkin's presence a
secret and trying to get him back through the machine's screen and home. This has
the appeal of any science fantasy that includes extraterrestrial forms, but it's
weakened by stereotyped portrayal of the adult characters and shallow characteriza-
tion of all characters, as well as by the not infrequent substitution of amplifying
incidents for plot development.
Wildsmith, Brian. Bear's Adventure; written and illus. by Brian Wildsmith. Pantheon, 1982.
81-18814. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-85295-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-95295-2. 29p.
Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.99.
Wildsmith's paintings are always enjoyable, rich in hues and with a strong sense of
M design; here they embellish a weak, contrived story. A bear climbs into a balloon
3-5 while two balloonists are having a picnic lunch, then comes to earth (the balloon
yrs. punctured by a bird's bill) to lead a parade, then he's interviewed on TV, then he
wins a race at a sports stadium, then he rides in a helicopter, etc. etc. And nobody
knows he's a bear, but thinks he's a man in costume. At the end, he is picked up by
the same two balloonists (although how they have retrieved their craft remains a
mystery) and, while they again picnic, the bear climbs out of the basket, dazed, and
waddles away.
Williams, Vera B. A Chair for My Mother; written and illus. by Vera B. Williams. Green-
willow, 1982. 81-7010. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00914-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-
00915-8. 32p. Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.59.
Bright, busy (but not too busy) paintings with decorative frames illustrate a quiet
R but sunny story told by a little girl. Living with the odds and ends contributed by
4-8 friends and neighbors after their home has burned down, the child, her mother, and
yrs. her grandmother dream of the day that their jar will be filled with coins. Then there
will be enough money to buy a really comfortable armchair that mother can sit in
when she comes wearily home from work. The jar is filled, the chair is purchased,
and all three members of the family revel in its comfort. This hasn't a great deal of
action, but it has the satisfactions of a wish granted and a joint project completed, and
it is pervaded by a feeling of family unity.
D.V. Economic differences, understanding; Family relations
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Wittman, Sally. The Wonderful Mrs. Trumbly; illus. by Margot Apple. Harper, 1982. 81-47737.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-026511-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026512-4.40p. Trade ed. $8.95;
Library ed. $8.89.
Mrs. Trumbly, the new teacher in Martin's class, is elderly, affable, and friendly.
R Since it's on his way, Martin walks her to her bus stop every day and soon considers
2-3 her his best friend. Trouble comes to Paradise in the form of Mr. Klein, whose
increasing attention to Mrs. Trumbly blossoms into love and marriage. Sulking, Martin
feels he's lost his best friend until the wedding, when the new Mrs. Klein shows she's
as loving as ever; she even puts his present, a bride and groom statue, on top of the
wedding cake. And the next year, when she's not even his teacher, she comes to his
first music recital. No great drama here, but an unusually warm picture of a teacher-
student friendship, with a message (not obtrusively presented) that life isn't over for
the elderly. The story is told with direct simplicity from Martin's viewpoint, and is
appropriate for reading aloud to younger children as well as for the primary grades
independent reader.
D.V. Teacher-pupil relations
Zimmelman, Nathan. IfI Were Strong Enough .. .; illus. by Diane Paterson. Abingdon, 1982.
81-19076. ISBN 0-687-18670-6. 32p. $9.95.
Bright, crowded pictures of a black mother and child illustrate a blandly-told tall
Ad tale. Told in the grocery store that he isn't big enough or strong enough to help carry
K-2 groceries, Ebenezer walks home with his mother, who can barely see over her load.
Repeatedly, Ebenezer moves things from her path, including a policeman, a car, and
an elephant. His mother can't see that he has picked these things up; each time he asks
if he were strong enough to pick up a policeman (car, elephant) would he be strong
enough to carry groceries? "Seeing is believing," Mother replies. When they get home
an exhausted Ebenezer holds the grocery bag while mother unlocks the door; it just
proves, his mother says, that he isn't strong enough to carry groceries, that mother
knows best. Fun, but a bit overextended; it's a one-gag situation repeated.
D.V. Helpfulness; Mother-child relations
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